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PART I: WHAT IS A 
CUSTOMER DATA 
AND ENGAGEMENT 
PLATFORM?

Although customer data and engagement platforms can serve different purposes for different 

organizations, at their core they are designed to sync data from different channels and 

systems to create a single customer view in the cloud that is instantly accessible in any 

system and operationalized for real-time, trigger-based customer engagement. A unified 

customer data and engagement platform solves the problem of siloed customer data that, as 

a result, is slow to organize, analyze, and operationalize. As the CDP Institute explains:

 A unified customer experience is impossible without unified customer data. Most data 

originates in separate systems that weren’t designed to share it with anything else. 

Traditional methods for collecting that data into unified customer profiles, such as an 

enterprise data warehouse, have failed to solve the problem. Newer approaches, like “data 

lakes”, have collected the data but failed to organize it effectively.

Customer data and engagement platforms are unique in that they not only consolidate data silos 
like a CDP, but also enable organizations to act on that data--all from one, unified platform. Why 
is this important? Consumer expectations are at an all-time high.  They expect you to know who 
they are across all channels whenever and wherever they choose to engage.  They expect you 
to meet their expressed needs and anticipate the ones not explicitly stated, and they expect 
you to value them for their time, attention and loyalty. If you’re not meeting these expectations, 
you’re losing customers.  Salesforce reports that 50% of consumers are likely to switch brands if 
a company doesn’t anticipate their needs.  And according to Access Development, 79% will take 
their business to a competitor within a week of a bad customer experience. 
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The typical enterprise has multiple disconnected systems, producing data in silos, which results 
in many partial views of the customer.  Eventually data from each system makes its way into a 
central data warehouse where it’s organized into a “360 Degree view of the customer”. However, 
that customer profile is not immediately operational because these data silos are not integrated 
with systems of engagement. 

In order to act on your customer data, you have to endure a manual process of querying the 
database, generating a list, and then trafficking that list via batch file to different messaging 
platforms.  Best case, this process can take days, but it can also take weeks within larger 
organizations.  Consequently, by the time your campaign goes live, the list is out of date.  This 
latency and the resulting gap between insight and action means missed opportunities to upsell, 
cross-sell, or delight customers during moments that matter. 

Beyond giving all relevant constituents in your organization access to and control of the customer 
data they need, customer data and engagement platforms make it possible to take action on 
that data--whether that means in real time by triggering an engagement when a customer enters 
a store or longer term by gathering insights to determine the similarities among your customers 
with the highest lifetime value. 

Here are some key benefits of fused customer data and engagement platforms:

+ Give systems impacting customer experience a real-time view of the customer, merging

historical and real-time context to enable personalization

+ Manage opt-in and marketing preference compliance across channels and systems

+ Eliminate latency resulting from moving data in batch across systems

+ Ensure audience lists are up to date as customers take actions

+ Deploy data instantly from online and offline sources to all external systems

+ Reduce marketing’s reliance on IT departments for access to customer data
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With all of the different types of platforms out there, it’s no wonder that the evaluation process can be 

so confusing. That’s why we’re outlining some essential questions to ask vendors when evaluating a 

customer data and engagement solution.

Data 
Most brands have customer data stored in multiple databases corresponding to each channel and device, 

creating multiple profile fragments for a single customer. The data divide makes it near impossible for IT 

and marketing to keep up with the shifts and the demands of customers, resulting in inconsistent, static 

marketing outreach and generic customer experiences. That combination results in increased churn 

and money being left on the table rather than increased loyalty and optimal customer LTV. The data 

ecosystem is evolving. 

Questions to ask vendors

How is customer data captured in your solution?

Your marketing technology should enable you to capture customer data in a variety of ways, whether it be part 

of account creation (which would identify declared data such as name, zip code, email, DOB, etc.) or as part of 

observing behaviors. 

When a customer takes an action how quickly is the customer’s profile updated?

Slow data is the kiss of death for a positive customer experience. When customers take action, their 

profile should be updated in real time, so that you can react within milliseconds by delivering the most 

relevant and profitable message, content, or offer.

PART II: KEY 
PLATFORM 
ELEMENTS & 
QUESTIONS TO 
ASK VENDORS
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Does the solution integrate with internal systems and third-party data sources?

Enterprise marketers typically have multiple systems doing specific jobs, representing partial views of the 

customer. Many times, data is stored in different formats which makes it difficult to normalize the data and push it 

to other systems. Eventually data from each system makes its way into a central data warehouse. Your marketing 

technology should enable you to sync data--without having to normalize it--from different channels and systems 

(CRM, ESP, POS, eComm, identity management, DMP and more) to create a single customer view that is instantly 

accessible by any system and operationalized for customer engagement. 

How does the solution handle audience segmentation?

Say goodbye to a lengthy and manual process to generate lists for your marketing campaigns. Your marketing 

technology should enable you to filter data, dynamically segment customers and take action within milliseconds. 

Segmentation should be totally automated.  
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Loyalty & Engagement
Successful loyalty programs are rooted in mutual understanding and fair value exchange — not just of 

goods and services, but of information. Customers agree to grant brands access to information about their 

habits, preferences and behaviors, if brands agree to use that information to deliver them customized 

recommendations, offers and experiences. In fact, only by demonstrating an awareness of past and present 

engagements can mutually beneficial future ones be created, maximizing lifetime value for the brand and 

satisfaction for the customer in the process.

Questions to ask vendors

What is your organization’s overall approach and philosophy to loyalty?

Loyalty programs were once a way for individuals to demonstrate “loyalty” 

to businesses. Modern marketers are reinventing the value exchange. Your 

marketing technology should enable your business to demonstrate loyalty 

to your customers by providing the tools to deliver each customer with 

content, offers, and experiences based on their individual profile and stated 

preferences. Only then will customers demonstrate their loyalty in exchange, 

with bigger baskets, greater frequency and advocacy to peers. 

Does the platform support non-transactional earning opportunities?

Loyalty is about more than just transactions. Living from transaction to 

transaction only invites ‘race to the bottom’ competitors. Your marketing 

technology should enable you to reward people for engaging with content, 

taking surveys or referring a friend. These are opportunities to engage with 

your customers between transactions as well as motivate the next best 

transaction in an increasingly commoditized world. 
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What loyalty tactics can your solution support?

Different customer signals require different responses across different 

channels. In order to win those critical moments that matter, marketers require 

the technology to drive smarter interactions that drive incremental behaviors 

and profit. Your marketing technology should enable a variety of these tactics, 

including points and rewards, status and tiering and promo codes. 

Can we create targeted offers with your solution?

Sending your entire customer base the same generic offer won’t help you 

build long lasting relationships with customers and help keep the competition 

at bay. Your marketing technology should not only enable you to create offers 

and rewards, but also give you the flexibility to schedule them for a certain 

date or time or automatically trigger them based on customer actions or 

behavior. You should have the ability to choose from a variety of offer types, 

whether it be free menu items, a percentage off, BOGO, etc. 

Can your solution support different message types?

Your marketing technology should allow for the delivery of content and 

messages on any channel and of any type. These types may include Email, 

Text/SMS, Push Messaging, Full Screen Messaging, Activity Feed, Mobile Inbox 

Messaging and more.   

Can your solution support closed loop offers?

Marketers long to not only be able to send targeted promotional offers to 

customers, but also enable those offers to be redeemed at POS and where 

relevant--in-app ordering and web ordering. Your marketing technology should 

enable you to create offers and rewards and personalize them to the individual 

consumer. Your technology should make it possible for offers to be redeemed 

quickly and instantly integrated into POS systems. Every time an offer is 

redeemed that individual customer’s operational profile should be updated to 

inform future offers. 

Does your solution leverage machine learning?

Marketers shouldn’t have to manually guess which products or offers might 

resonate with a segment of customers. Your marketing technology should do 

the work for you. By tracking purchase behaviors, customer preferences and 

correlating products purchased with other items within the product catalog, 

machine learning algorithms can predict product preference 

ratings individually.
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Reporting & ROI

Your organization needs the ability to not only combine customer data from various sources to execute 

smart interactions based on behaviors and preferences, but also gain insight into the metrics most 

meaningful to your brand--how often customers visit and how much they are spending--to create the 

foundation of intelligent marketing campaigns. 

Questions to ask vendors

Does the solution provide campaign reporting in real time?

You shouldn’t have to wait to understand how well a promoted offer performed. Your marketing 

technology should give you real-time visibility into promotions as they occur in order to calculate 

redemption, see SKU movement and profit margin, which all help to inform future offers. 

What’s your approach to benchmarking and calculating ROI?

ROI completely depends on the market in which a company operates--different benchmarks and KPIs 

are more important to some verticals than others. Your marketing technology provider should be able 

to customize an ROI model on a case by case basis depending on your unique KPIs, which may include 

metrics such as increased or maintained frequency of signups and accounts; customer engagement 

through the website, app, email, SMS, etc., incremental lifetime value; or time and resources saved on 

campaign execution.

Can your solution measure loyalty program effectiveness?

Your marketing technology should enable you to quantitatively determine which customers are the best 

ones by examining recency, frequency and spend metrics to develop models around category affinity, 

propensity to churn and estimated lifetime value for future optimizations and offers. 




